
03.C.1. Using Assessment Banks
Creating assessments in eDoctrina is a great way to collaborate and share content with other
teacher's within the district. If any user creates an assessment in eDoctrina, the assessment will be
available in the ditrict's assessment bank and can be copied by any other user in the ditrict for their
own use and customization. At eDoctrina, we understand that creating assessments can often be a
very time-consuming task. Knowing this, we offer extra assessment banks, such as eDoctrina FREE
Items, that allow users from any district to copy the content and use in their own classrooms. There
is also an extensive list of outside vendors that provide questions and assessments to subscribing
districts within eDoctrina. This help guide will outline how to use assessments that exist in all of
these assessment banks.

All available assessment banks can be viewed from the Assessments Homepage. Navigate to1.
this page by finding it under the Assessments pull-down in the navigation bar or by selecting
the "Assessments" button on the Home Page.

On the Assessments Homepage, locate the Test Bank filter. The options within this filter will2.
be the user's district(which contains all ditrict created assessments), eDoctrina FREE
Items(which contains all complementary assessments entered by eDoctrina), and any other
assessment bank that the district subscribes to.

Selecting the desired Test Bank will display a list of all available assessments. Users only3.
have the ability to edit assessments that they have permission to, so the only options for these
listed assessments will be to copy the assessment, view the assessment online, and print the
assessment.



NOTE: Before copying an assessment, it is a good idea to view the assessment to make sure it
contains questions that a relevant.

Once it is determined that an assessment is exactly what is needed, select click the 4.
button next to the assessment. This will generate a pop-up window where some options will
need to be selected. Set the School Year, Date, and the Marking Period(if using report cards).
By default, copying an assessment will also copy the linked learning standards. If the linked
learning standards are not applicable to the district, unselect the "Copy Standards" checkbox.

Once the  button is selected, eDoctrina will navigate directly to the Assessment5.
Editor displaying an exact copy of the assessment providing a new assessment ID# that now
lives in the user's district Test Bank. The only difference will be that the Assessment Name will
have the word (COPY) at the end of the title, so be sure to customize the title accordingly.



Users can also copy more than one assessment in one action. Simply select the checkbox next to the

assessments that need to be copied, then click the  button at the top of the screen.

A similar pop-up will appear as when copying a single assessment. The selected settings will apply to
all copies that are created.



This process differs only in the fact the the user will not be navigated directly to the Assessment
Editor, but a resulting pop-up will appear indicating the new assessment ID#'s that have been
assigned to the copied assessments. To navigate to the Assessment Editor, just click the "Resulting
Assessment ID" to navigate to the the Assessment Editor for the desired assessment in a new tab on
the browser.

NOTE: Keep the tab with the pop-up open in order to visit each assessment. Otherwise, it is a good
practice to write down the resulting Assessment ID#'s.


